Thank you to our generous sponsors!
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Title Sponsor

ACTELION
A JANSSEN PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY OF Johnson & Johnson
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Challenge Grant Sponsors

Judy & Tony Evnin
Luke Evnin, PhD.
Deann Wright
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Platinum Sponsors

CORBUS PHARMACEUTICALS
EVERSHE RDS SUTHERLAND

Violetta & Andrew Merin
The Nancy P. and Richard K. Robbins
Family Foundation
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Gold Sponsors

BCS Private Wealth Management
Boehringer Ingelheim
Jordan Brown and Robert Schlager
Coretz Family Foundation
Timothy Evnin
Dr. Jeffrey Gevirtz
Rhonda Mace
Norvin Partners Ltd.
SternAegis Ventures
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Ticket Sponsors

Skip Bronkie
Geneva Carr
Darrel Cummings
Tim Dang
William & Sally Feniger
James & Julie FitzPatrick
Stephen Gevirtz
Edwin Gevirtz

Hospital for Special Surgery
Shalom & Shelley Jacobovitz
Ellen & Steve Koch
Denise Langer
Janine Luke
William Markson
Elizabeth Markson
Steven & Jean Mayer

Jacob Miles
Laurence Miller
Keith Miller
Joseph Muroff
Erin Murtha
Reata Pharmaceuticals
Lenny Wilson
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Donors

The Art Laboe Foundation
Anne Bages
Janis Brunell
George Daley
The Fox Foundation
Monica Frankel Friess

Michael Gillogley
Linda Rosen Heinberg
Jed Kanner
Miriam Machida
Patrick Malone
William Munn
Daniel Pepper

Mark Scher
George Shapiro
William Slattery
Shawangunk Valley Conservancy
Mark Trachtman
Westmount Asset Management
Mark Wolf
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THANK YOU!
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